Steel Garden Scissors

Summer MakersBox 2020

These vintage inspired steel scissors are perfect for
pruning in the garden, or snipping herbs in the
kitchen. They are sure to become a favorite tool for
warmer seasons.

Handmade Wooden Spreader
Burr & Burl Designs, Newark, DE
Handmade of maple or black walnut,
these beautifully simple spreader knives
are perfect for spreading jams, butter,
honey and peanut butter on your favorite
summer foods.

Citronella Candle
VPC Signature, Wilmington, DE
Handmade by VPC owner Kim, this
hand poured citronella candle
comes in an adorable terracotta pot
with a wood wick. Keep the pests
away and enjoy the natural
citronella scent while dining al
fresco!

Flower Frog
Mud & Maker, Pottsville, PA
Approximately 2.75" across,
each flower frog can turn any
jar into a vase! Place on top of
glass cups, mason jars and
more to create your very own
one of a kind floral
arrangements.

Handmade Fruit Spread
Small Batch Kitchen, Lansdale, PA
These deliciously unique, natural fruit
spreads are made in small batches with
whole fruits and are low in sugar. This
year’s Summer MakersBox has two
options: Blueberry Basil and Hot Pepper.
Use them on their own or in your favorite
summer recipes!

Herb Printed Tea Towel
The Darling Bower, Philadelphia, PA
These elegant and minimal hand
towels features one of three original
botanical prints by the artist: Thyme,
Dill or Cilantro. Extremely absorbent,
lightweight, and soft, tea towels have
been a staple in homes for decades
and are perfect for drying dishes,
using in baking or cooking, or wiping
busy hands.

Garden Twine
Concrete Candle Plate (not pictured)
Peacock Design Studio, Wilmington, DE
Made from terra cotta colored concrete, these candle plates will
add a touch of industrial style to your room and will also protect
your furniture.

Available in a rainbow of colors, this natural fiber
twine has a million uses in the garden and
kitchen. Use to tie up herbs or flowers to be dried
or to tie garden plants to stakes.

